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Abstract JIRAM is an imager/spectrometer on board the Juno spacecraft
bound for a polar orbit around Jupiter. JIRAM is composed of IR imager and
spectrometer channels. Its scientific goals are to explore the Jovian aurorae

The JIRAM project was started by Prof. Angioletta Coradini, Co-Investigator of the Juno
Science team, who passed away on September 2011. During her life, she made seminal
contributions to the exploration and the study of the Solar System and was a huge force in
the development of Planetology in Italy. We dedicate this paper to her memory.
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and the planet’s atmospheric structure, dynamics and composition. This paper
explains the characteristics and functionalities of the instrument and reports
about the results of ground calibrations. It discusses the main subsystems to
the extent needed to understand how the instrument is sequenced and used, the
purpose of the calibrations necessary to determine instrument performance,
the process for generating the commanding sequences, the main elements of
the observational strategy, and the format of the scientific data that JIRAM
will produce.

Keywords Juno · Jupiter · Image Spectrometer · Jovian Atmosphere ·
Jovian Aurorae

1 Introduction

IR imaging spectroscopy is a well-known remote sensing technique that has
been used in the last decades in the exploration of the planets and satellites
of the solar system. Among the outer planets, Jupiter was observed in the
past by three other space-borne imaging spectrometers: NIMS, the Near In-
frared Imaging Spectrometer [Carlson et al. (1986)] aboard Galileo mission;
VIMS, the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer [Brown et al. (2004),
Coradini et al. (2004)], during the Cassini mission 2000’s flyby of the giant
planet; PERSI/Ralf, on board New Horizon mission to Pluto, has returned
hyperspectral data of the Jupiter atmosphere during the spacecraft’s flyby in
February 2007 [Reuter et al. (2007), Baines et al. (2007)]. JIRAM is tailored
to obtain a detailed coverage of the Jupiter atmosphere from poles to equator
taking advantage of the highly elliptical polar orbit of the Juno spacecraft.
Differently from other spacecraft realized for the exploration of the outer so-
lar system, Juno is a 2 rpm (12 deg/sec) spinning solar-powered spacecraft
thus imposing challenging pointing and timing capabilities requirements for
the onboard remote sensing payloads. Juno is the second of three NASA New
Frontier missions and was launched in August 2011 to reach Jupiter in July
2016. The mission’s main scientific objectives are the study of the Jupiter’s au-
rora, polar magnetosphere, atmosphere and interior structure, with an overall
goal to investigate the planet’s origin.

2 Scientific objectives

2.1 Auroras

The analysis of Jupiter’s auroras is one of the main scientific objectives for
which JIRAM was built. Auroras are emissions of light at a range of wave-
lengths that result from high-energy electrons accelerated along the planet’s
magnetic field and colliding with the upper atmosphere. Those emissions are
spread over nearly the full electromagnetic spectrum, from X-ray to far IR
wavelengths. Jupiter’s aurora is by far the most powerful among the planets
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in the solar system. It is mainly generated by energy extracted from plan-
etary rotation, though there seems to be a contribution from solar wind as
well [Connerney and Satoh (2000)]. The study of the Jovian aurora will give
us information about similar, though less energetic, phenomena on our own
planet, but will also provide a model system for potentially observable phenom-
ena associated with Jupiter-mass and super-Jupiter-mass exoplanets around
nearby stars. Jupiter’s polar auroras can be observed, at several wavelengths,
as bright ovals that are off-center from the planet’s geographical poles and
co-rotate with the magnetic field. The major features of the Jovian auroras
include a main oval and a region of patchy, diffuse emission within the branch
on Jupiter’s dusk side [Waite et al. (2000)]. The northern aurora in particu-
lar is very strong and is placed between 165o − 200o longitudes, while the less
prominent southern auroras are generally found between 330o−90o longitudes.
In the main auroral structure, which is centered over the magnetic poles (the
Jupiter’s magnetic axis is tilted about 10o with respect to the rotational axis),
the footprints of the emissions generated by the flux tubes of the satellites
are present; those spots have fast dynamics that are driven by the orbiting
satellites. Both northern and southern polar regions are subject to auroral
emissions from the poles to latitudes around ±60o, and some differences are
apparent in the local dawn and dusk sectors. In the morning hemisphere, the
emission is confined to a narrow arc structure, in the evening hemisphere the
emission is more diffuse and broad. With the use of magnetospheric models,
it is possible to correlate the auroral emission occurring in concentric ovals
centered over the magnetic poles, to the magnetic field lines from 8 to about
30 RJ . The electrons trapped and accelerated in the Jupiter magnetic field
come from various sources, including Io’s plasma torus, which is composed of
sodium and sulfur particles released by the satellite’s volcanic emissions.
Among the various molecular ions that undergo emission in Jupiter’s aurora,
H+

3 is the one emitting in the JIRAM spectral range. This ion is formed at the
base of the exosphere through the reaction H+

2 +H2 → H+
3 +H. The resulting

H+
3 has a complex roto-vibrational structure of energy levels and two distinct

populations (I=3/2, ortho; I=1/2, para). The main roto-vibrational band is
the 0 ← ν2 around 2521 cm−1, which is composed of more than 200 possible
transitions in the range 3.0-5.0 µm [Lindsay and McCall (2001)]. Observation
of the infrared emission of H+

3 is possible because it is in a spectral interval
coinciding with a strong methane absorption band falling between 3.2 and
4.0 µm. At these wavelengths, the solar and thermal radiance emitted by the
planet is very low, and auroral emissions will have a high contrast with respect
to Jupiter’s disk, which is very dark due the methane absorption. The JIRAM
instrument, as described in greater detail in section 3.1, has been designed to
investigate the weak H+

3 infrared emission and will be able to furnish spatial,
spectral and temporal distribution of the Jovian auroras. Moreover, since ob-
servations of the H+

3 emission by limb measurements allow the study of the
aurora’s distribution in the thermosphere, JIRAM shall be able to indirectly
contribute to the mapping of the Jovian magnetic field.
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2.2 Hot spots and atmospheric component gases retrieval

The optical surface of Jupiter is dominated by ammonia clouds. At deeper tro-
pospheric levels, between 1 and 10 bar, water dominates as the principal con-
densate. Hence, the nature of convective transport is different between that at
levels above and below. Understanding the nature of moist convection [Inger-
soll et al. (2000)], lightning, cloud formation [Stoker (1986)], and transport of
disequilibrium species [Visscher and Fegley (2005)] requires observations that
reach below the layer of ammonia clouds and into this minimally explored
deeper troposphere, where moist convection may be the dominant factor in
converting the internal heat flow into atmospheric kinetic energy [Gierasch et
al. (2000)]. Investigation of these regions will require the use of an entry probe
such as Galileo at multiple sites, or remote sensing from close orbit and at
wavelengths that can penetrate to the appropriate pressure levels. This last
approach is the one we plan to achieve with JIRAM.
Hot spots, which were originally discovered by ground-based observations [Or-
tiz et al. (1998)], are regions on the disk of Jupiter where thermal radiation
escapes from pressure levels (depths) larger than the average emission levels.
Higher atmospheric emission levels are mostly determined by the opacity of
widely spread ammonia clouds. Such features are thought to be areas of down-
welling and, hence, dry (low ammonia and water humidity) air. Many hot spots
occur in a zone between the equator and 15o north latitude, the North Equato-
rial Belt (NEB), but excess thermal radiation is seen from much of the planet,
which suggests clearings in the clouds below the spatial resolution of ground-
based observations. While resolvable hot spots cover a maximum of 0.5% of
Jupiter’s surface, they dominate the planet’s thermal emission at wavelengths
around 5 µm. Ortiz et al. (1998) found that the latitude and drift rate of some
observed hot spots are consistent with formation by an equatorially trapped
Rossby wave of meridional degree 1 moving with a phase speed of 100 m/s.
It is doubtful, however, that all hot spots over all spatial scales form following
a simile process [Friedson and Orton (1999)].
Because of their relative lack of gaseous and cloud opacity from water and am-
monia, hot spots are windows into the deep atmosphere and allow to probe the
properties of the atmosphere down to 5-6 bar in the 4-5 µm low opacity spec-
tral region [Roos-Serote et al. (2004); Ortiz et al. (1998); Terrile and Westphal
(1977)]. Understanding the morphology of the hot spots in a three dimensional
sense, which would require observation as a function of wavelength, and par-
ticularly the morphology at deeper pressure levels, where the drier air of hot
spots may be remixing with moister ambient air, will help to answer questions
as to why hot spots form and what role they play with regard to transport
of energy and condensable species within the Jovian atmosphere. However, of
equal or greater importance is mapping of variations in the moisture content
of the air on smaller scales from hundreds to thousands of kilometers the realm
of mesoscale convective complexes seen by Galileo SSI observations, which are
indicative of low level convergence of air near the base of the water clouds
[Gierasch et al. (2000); Roos-Serote et al. (2004)].
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Sounding in the near-infrared between 2.0 and 5.0 µm by an orbiting space-
craft will be necessary to determine the deep morphology of water clouds
that characterize storms and, hence, moist convective processes [Atreya et al.
(2005)]. Three-dimensional mapping of water variations and cloud morphol-
ogy will quantify the nature of water moist convection. The vertical heat flux
through a single large mesoscale convective complex on Jupiter may be com-
parable to the total internal energy flux from deep inside Jupiter [Gierasch et
al. (2000)], and so such mapping will yield important insights into how ther-
mal energy is converted to atmospheric turbulence and, ultimately, escapes
from Jupiter’s interior. Because JIRAM is essentially an infrared mapper im-
ager joint to a 2-5 µmimaging spectrometer, it has the capability to address
this important scientific objective. For the JIRAM baseline, a 4000-km scale
moist convective mid-latitude storm system, such as that observed by Galileo,
can be mapped at a maximum spatial resolution of 10 km/pixel, and spectro-
scopically resolved over hundreds of wavelength channels in the 2-5 µm range,
which would allow the profiling of moist convective columns and the dry inter-
vening regions of subsidence with excellent horizontal and vertical resolution.
Finally, thermal emission spectra in the 4.5 to 5.0 µm region (around the cen-
ter of a spectral window free of CH4 absorptions) show features attributed
to minor constituents that are present in the Jovian troposphere, specifically
water vapor (H2O), ammonia (NH3), phosphine (PH3) as well as germane
(GeH4) and deuterated methane (CH3D). Mapping their vertical variation
has been demonstrated to be a fruitful technique: Cassini VIMS instrument
achieved similar results on Saturn, and JIRAM will do the same at Jupiter.
The structure and dynamics of the Jovian atmosphere are characterized by the
presence of a large variety of clouds at different altitudes. A layer of visible
clouds composed of ammonia crystals is located at a pressure level of about
1 bar, while clouds beneath that level appear to be composed of ammonium
hydrosulfide (NH4SH) and water. Moreover a specific atmospheric chemistry
is responsible for the formation of compounds with greater complexity, prob-
ably involving organic polymers. Their production is assumed to be driven by
solar ultraviolet light, lightning discharges, and charged particles raining down
from the magnetosphere in the polar regions.
Ammonia clouds have been observed only in very limited number and areas
[Baines et al. (2003)] and, following Atreya et al. (1999) and Atreya et al.
(2005), these clouds would be ubiquitous on Jupiter, their observation being
difficult as their original signature is masked by the effect of the stratospheric
hydrocarbon aerosols, that sediment and mix with clouds. NH4SH clouds,
that form as a result of a reaction between NH3 and H2S gases, have never
been observed. H2O clouds are expected deeper in the atmosphere at pressures
where water reaches its saturation values.
Observations from the Voyager [Conrath and Gierasch (1986)], Galileo [Ban-
field et al. (1998); Irwin et al. (2001); Simon-Miller et al. (2001)] and Cassini
[Matcheva et al. (2005)] missions and successive analyses [Sromovsky and Fry
(2010a); Sromovsky and Fry (2010b)] are consistent with thermo-chemical
models, which predict the composition of topmost and next lower cloud layers
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to be NH3 and NH4SH, respectively, whereas the observations of lightning
from Galileo and Cassini associated with thunderstorms at pressures of 3 bar
or greater [Gierasch et al. (2000)] are consistent with model predictions of wa-
ter clouds deeper in Jupiter’s atmosphere [Weidenschilling and Lewis (1973);
Atreya and Romani (1985); Stoker (1986); Atreya et al. (1999)]. JIRAM [Adri-
ani et al. (2008)] on Juno will measure thermal emission from Jupiter’s atmo-
sphere in the 2-5 µm spectral range, which would permit the identification of
ammonia in the clouds. Moreover at 5 µm the imager will allow study of those
areas where the cloud deck is sufficiently optically thin to sound the lower
levels. JIRAM could observe the NH4SH and water clouds in localized areas
characterized by updrafts.
Jupiter’s cloud system is a good proxy of the complexity of its atmospheric
circulation. Using them as tracers, wind velocities at different pressure levels,
depending on the sounding wavelengths, have been estimated by means of the
analysis of long time series of observations. Zonal winds at pressure levels of
approximately 0.7 -1 bar have been studied by Ingersoll et al. (2004) and Adri-
ani et al. (2011). The former indicated a quite stable pattern between the two
previous missions Voyager [Limaye (1986)] and Cassini [Porco et al. (2003)]
while the latter showed a little increasing in the peak velocity near the north-
ern tropical region analyzing Cassini and the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2
(WFPC2), on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), images taken in the 2000-
2008 period. With its imager, JIRAM will sound atmospheric levels deeper
than 1bar where the clouds are relatively thin, i.e. mainly in the belts, pos-
sibly measuring the winds below the cloud deck in the visible spectral range.
Unfortunately the observations of the planetary dynamical features and their
evolution will suffer from time limitations imposed by the planned orbits and
the mission schedule.

2.3 Implications for Origins

The enrichment in noble gases and in the C,N,O, S chemical elements with
respect to the solar abundances measured by the Galileo probe in the at-
mosphere of Jupiter [Owen et al. (1999)] has been identified as a legacy of
the formation process of the giant planet (see e.g. Lunine et al. (2004) and
references therein). Recently, Helled et al. (2011) argued that the Jovian en-
richment in volatiles and noble gases does not directly reflect the particular
mode of formation of Jupiter – that is, by core accretion versus disk instabil-
ity – but instead supplies information on the environment (i.e. temperature,
pressure, composition) within which Jupiter formed.
Both volatile and refractory materials may have been delivered to the forming
giant planet from different sources. Gautier et al. (2001) suggested that the
noble gases and the C,N,O, S-rich volatiles were trapped in the form of solid
clathrate hydrates in the planetesimals that formed in the cooling feeding zone
of Jupiter and were delivered to the giant planet following their capture and
dissolution in its atmosphere. Owen et al. (1999) invoked instead planetesimals
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that had adsorbed volatiles at very low temperature. More recently, Guillot
and Hueso (2006) suggested that the enrichment in noble gases can be ex-
plained solely through the late accretion of gas by Jupiter from a chemically
evolved solar nebula, in which Ar, Xe and Kr settled toward the mid-plane
of the nebula together with the solid material while H, He and Ne photo-
evaporated. This scenario, however, does not explain the observed enrichment
in the other volatile species (C,N,O, S). Finally, Lodders (2004) and Mousis
et al. (2012) proposed non-solar, carbon-rich or oxygen-depleted compositions
for planetesimals that contaminated Jupiter; the latter showed this fit Galileo
measurements [Wong et al. (2004)] as well as the solar C/O models.
The composition of the planetesimals in the circum-solar disk that can be
accreted by Jupiter, however, is not the only parameter that can affect the
composition of the giant planet. The formation of Jupiter, in fact, changes the
local conditions existing at its formation region [Coradini et al. (2010)]. The
gas accretion causes the forming planet to acquire an accretion luminosity that
heats up the disk and causes the vaporization of most volatile species [Cora-
dini et al. (2010)]. Moreover, the accretion process also affects the gas density
and velocity in the feeding zone of the giant planet and thus influences its
pressure and the possibility for volatile species (H2O,NH3, CO,CO2, CH4)
to condense (or re-condense) as solids [Coradini et al. (2010)]. Finally, the
evolution of the circum-Jovian environment would influence also the forma-
tion of the satellite system of the giant planet (by affecting the capture and
migration rates of planetesimals in the circum-planetary disk) and the abun-
dance of volatile elements in their bulk composition.
In principle, planetesimals could be captured by Jupiter not only during its
formation process but also over most of its history. However, once it reaches its
final mass Jupiter is more efficient in ejecting the planetesimals from the Solar
System than in accreting them [Weidenschilling (1975), Guillot and Gladmans
(2000)]. Moreover, the flux of material crossing the orbit of the planet rapidly
decreases with time. After its formation, Jupiter can undergo a phase of late
accretion while the other giant planets are still forming [Safronov (1972), Wei-
denschilling (1975), Turrini et al. (2013)] and later while the terrestrial planets
form [Guillot and Gladmans (2000)]. The captured planetesimals, however,
would enrich the planet by about 1 M⊕ of high-Z material, as an order of
magnitude [Guillot and Gladmans (2000), Turrini et al. (2013)]. At the time
of the Late Heavy Bombardment, the same enrichment would be of only 0.15
M⊕ [Matter et al. (2009)].
It is therefore plausible that the bulk of the Jovian enrichment dates back to
the time of the formation of the giant planet and is linked to the role of the
circum-Jovian disk in capturing planetesimals from the solar nebula. As the
composition of the circum-solar and circum-Jovian disks and the abundances
of the different elements and the chemical species vary with time and the disk
opacity (see e.g. Dullemond et al. (2007), Bergin et al. (2007), and Coradini et
al. (2010)], the study of the composition and the abundances of the chemical
species in the Jovian atmosphere that JIRAM will perform has the potential
to supply valuable information on the timescale over which formation occurred
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and the environment from which the planet and its satellites were generated.
The possibility of constraining the formation environment, and therefore the
extent of the possible migration of Jupiter [Turrini et al. (2011), Walsh et al.
(2011)], is particularly important to improve our understanding of the evo-
lution of the Solar System at the time of the solar nebula. Migration might
in fact imply a different atmospheric composition with respect to the stan-
dard scenario. Further discussion of formation models is given in the chapter
by Owen et al. (1999), but it is clear from the foregoing that compositional
measurements by JIRAM will help illuminate the early history of the solar
system.

3 Instrument Description

JIRAM relies on the solid heritage coming from the Italian-made visible and
near infrared imaging spectrometers realized in the past years like VIMS
aboard Cassini [Brown et al. (2004)], VIRTIS-M aboard Rosetta [Coradini
et al. (2007)] and Venus Express [Piccioni et al. (2007)], and VIR-MS aboard
Dawn [De Sanctis et al. (2011)]. However, JIRAM has different constrains that
make this instrument unique among the others of its family. In first place, Juno
is not a three-axis stabilized platform like the previous mentioned missions but
it is a spinning spacecraft. This architecture made necessary to develop a dif-
ferent concept of the instrument that needs to operate while the spacecraft is
rotating around its axis. To adapt the instrument to such platform we have in-
troduced a de-spinning flat mirror at the telescope’s entrance pupil; this mirror
uses a mechanism that allows to rotate it synchronously with the rotation of
the spacecraft in order to counter-compensate the spin motion. The spinning
rate of the spacecraft is planned to be around 2rpm, an angular velocity of
12deg/s, during the mission phase at Jupiter. The instrument will use the dy-
namical information from the spacecraft to compute its counter-compensating
speed velocity as well as the pointing direction. Due to the relative fast an-
gular speed of the spacecraft, the action of the de-spinning mirror had to be
limited, heading to a maximum time in which the target scene can be kept
still: this time is 1.1s. Secondly, JIRAM is operating in a limited range of in-
frared wavelengths, 2-5µm, and it is essentially composed by two channels, a
slit spectrometer and an imager, sharing the same telescope, the de-spinning
mirror and the internal calibration unit. The spectrometer’s slit is co-located
in the imager’s FOV . Finally, the instrument’s optical and electronics com-
ponents were chosen and designed to operate in the harsh Jovian radiation
environment while maintaining a reduced mass (12.9kg) and power consump-
tion (average 16.4W ). The instrument has been realized by Selex ES (Campi
Bisenzio, Italy) under an ASI (Italian Space Agency) contract. INAF-IAPS,
Rome, has the scientific responsibility of the experiment.
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3.1 The instrument

Figure 1 shows the optical head of the instrument. The optical layout (Figure
2, Figure 3, and Figure 4) is based on a modified Schmidt telescope (equiv-
alent F = 160mm, f/# = 3.7, equivalent aperture 44mm). Thanks to a

Fig. 1 Instrument’s optical head.

beam splitter, the optical beam is divided between the imager channel (here-
after IMG) and the spectrometer channel (SPE) with an efficiency ratio of
30 − 70%, respectively. Both the imager and the spectrometer channels use
Hybrid Thinned HgCdTe photodiodes on CMOS ROIC focal planes with the
same characteristics: 270x438 pixels arrays, 40x40 µm pixel pitch, about 2 mil-
lions e-full well capacity. The imager focal plane is furthermore divided in two
equal areas defined by the superimposition of two different band-pass filters:
filter L, centered at 3.455 µm with a 290 nm bandwidth; filter M, centered at
4.780 µm with a 480 nm bandwidth; each channel has a Field of View (FOV )
of 1.75ox5.94o (128x432 pixels corresponding to the along by across track di-
rections) and an Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV ) of about 250x250 µrad.
An opaque region of dimension equivalent to about 10 pixels separates the two
filters. The L-channel is designed to obtain high resolution images of the polar
auroras by selecting the H+

3 emissions while the M-channel is suited to image
the deeper atmosphere, in particular hot spots. The spectrometer channel is
able to realize co-located imaging spectroscopy in the 2.0-5.0 µm range in the
M-filter channel FOV by using a slit 256 samples-wide with a FOV of 3.52o

and an IFOV of 250 µrad. SPE uses a quasi Littrow configuration where a
flat grating (30.3 grooves/mm, 2.56o blaze angle) is used to disperse the slit’s
image across the focal plane. Thus the instantaneous acquisition of the detec-
tor is made of 336 images of the slit taken along the detector’s columns in the
spectral range 2-5 µm with a spectral sampling of about 8.99 nm/band. The
SPE focal plane is equipped with two order sorting filters having the junction
(dead zone) located around 3.7-3.8 µm. Finally, aberrations in the telescope
and in the spectrometer are corrected thanks two dioptric doublets.
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Fig. 2 Optical layout of the instrument.

Fig. 3 Optical layout of telescope and imager.
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the responsivity of the imager in M or L band at the Black Body temperature
T as calculated from equation 8.
For the L band (λ1 = 3320 nm, λ2 = 3600 nm) radiometric responsivity
a Black Body of 150C temperature and an exposure time of 1 ms have been
chosen. For M band (λ1 = 4537.5 nm, λ2 = 5035 nm) radiometric responsivity
a Black Body of 40oC temperature and an exposure time of 1 ms have been
chosen. The two acquisitions are shown in Figure 34.
The ITFRAD IMG(λ1,λ2) of both bands in unit of DN/(s ·Wm−2sr−1nm−1)

Fig. 34 IMG acquisition with an exposure time of 1 ms of a Black Body with a temperature
of 150oC top case L band and temperature of 40oC for bottom case M band.

is shown in Figure 35.
This instrument transfer function includes the flat-field matrix that represents

Fig. 35 Instrument Transfer Function of the L band (top) and M band (bottom) imager.

the spatial variation of the signal acquired with the IMG detector of a spatially
uniform target. From Figure 35 some variations on the signal along the detector
can be noticed.
A more intense signal is evident at the bottom of the L band region, probably
due to the effects of the photons coming through the M filter in the area close
to the junction positioned between the M and L bands.
In the M band region a horizontal line of more intense signal can be observed,
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possibly produced by the photons reflection on the junction surface separating
the two filters.
The retrieved and calibrated signal in Wm−2sr−1nm−1 of another acquisition
relative to Black Body temperatures of 150oC for the L band and 40oC for
the M band is shown in Figure 36. As can be seen the retrieved signal shows

Fig. 36 IMG L band (top) and M band (bottom) after radiometric and flat fiend correction.

a substantial homogeneity, except for some malfunctioning.

4.8 Imager: Geometrical Calibration

The geometric calibration of the imager is carried out using the 14 pinholes
target placed at the collimator’s focal plane, as described in the previous sec-
tions for the geometric calibration of the spectrometer.
The position of each pinhole has been measured by means of a theodolite
placed in front of the entrance of the TVC and reported in the table of the
Figure 37, together with a picture of the 14 pinholes target. Each pinhole has
been specified with a number. In correspondence of each pinhole 14 IF sources,
similar to the couple of IR sources inside the calibration unit of JIRAM, are
installed.
In the left panel of Figure 38 the acquisition with the IMG in the L band (top)
and M band (bottom) of the 14 pinholes target is shown. The image of the
14 pinholes is well identified in the IMG yet without the subtraction of the
background and the defective pixels. The pinholes number 9-7-3-11-13 are in
correspondence of the spectrometer slit, row 152, represented by the red line
in the M band. The relative acquisition with the SPE of the 5 pinholes aligned
with the slit is shown in the right panel of Figure 38.
Comparing the distance between two pinholes target retrieved by means of the
theodolite measurements with the correspondent distance in pixel between the
centroid image of the two pinholes is possible carrying out the IFOV and FOV
of the Imager.
To retrieve the IFOV the following pinholes have been considered: pinhole#4:
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Fig. 37 Image of the 14 pinholes target and corresponding table of the position carried out
with the theodolite.

Fig. 38 Left panel: acquisition with the IMG in the L band (top) and M band (bottom)
of the 14 pinholes target. The image of the 14 pinholes is well depicted. The red line in the
M band represents the position of the spectrometer slit in correspondence with the imager
detector. 5 pinholes are aligned with the SPE slit. Right panel: acquisition with the SPE of
the 5 pinholes aligned with the slit.

89o59′07′′ and pinhole#12: 90o47′22′′ for the along Z IFOV ; pinhole#3: 359o40′12′′

and pinhole#4: 0o19′04′′ for the along Y IFOV . Considering the acquisition
of the 14 pinholes target as reported in Figure 38 the corresponding position of
the centroid image is for pinhole#4: y = 151.90 and for pinhole#3: y = 104.41
corresponding to IFOV = 246 µrad/pixel along Y; for pinhole#4: z = 217.14
and for pinhole#12: z = 157.99 corresponding to IFOV = 236 rad/pixel
along Z.
To retrieve the FOV the acquisition is carried out for different positions of the
14 pinholes target on the focal plane of the Imager. Using the folding mirror of
the test bench, the image of the 14 pinholes target has been positioned trans-
lated respect the center of the IMG, in both directions Y and Z, in order to
explore the geometric performance of the system. During the translation along
Z of +1.3o/ − 1.4o the following pinholes have been considered: pinhole#10:
88o23′06′′ and pinhole#14: 91o35′30′′. Analyzing the position of the centroid
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image of the 2 pinholes the FOV along Z of 5.9 deg has been carried out.
During the translation along Y of +1.4o/ − 1.7o the following pinholes have
been considered pinhole#3: 359o40′12′′ and pinhole#4: 0o19′04′′. Analyzing
the position of the centroid image of the 2 pinholes the FOV along Y of 3.76
deg has been carried out. These results confirm that the instrumental IFOV
and FOV values correspond to the requirements.

4.9 Imager: Calibration pipeline

The calibration pipeline of the imager is the procedure to convert raw data
flight, expressed in [DN/s], in the correspondent spectral radiance expressed
in [Wm−2sr−1nm1]. The generic acquisition in Digital Number (DN) of the
IMG for L and M bands can be described by the equation [Filacchione (2006)]:

DN(λ1, λ2, texp, T, ky) = η(λ1, λ2)·ky ·texp ·θ2 ·S(λ1, λ2, T )· ∆λ
h · c
· π ·D

2

4
(10)

where η(λ1, λ2) is the global quantum efficiency of the instrument in the spec-
tral range (λ1, λ2), ky is the spatial binning parameter, texp is the exposure
time of the observation, θ is the FOV , S(λ1, λ2, T ) is spectral radiance of
the target at a given temperature T , ∆λ is the spectral range of the M or
L band, and D is the telescope’s pupil diameter. The target’s spectral radi-
ance S(λ1, λ2, T ) in the equation 10, that will be acquired during the inflight
JIRAM operations, can be expressed by the equation:

S(λ1, λ2, T ) =
DN(λ1, λ2, texp, T )

texp · ITFRAD IMG(λ1,λ2)
(11)

where λ1 and λ2 are the limits of the spectral range corresponding to the
L band (λ1 = 3320 nm, λ2 = 3600 nm) or to the M band (λ1 = 4537.5
nm, λ2 = 5035 nm), as explained in section 4.7; DN(λ1, λ2, texp, T ), texp,
BG(λ1, λ2, texp) and ITFRADIMG(λ1,λ2) have been already defined in the same
section in relationship to the equation 9 clarification.

4.10 Instrument in-flight calibrations

The in-flight calibration is a standard procedure that provides a series of mea-
surement to test the status of the instrument. From the operation point of view
this procedure is identified with the label CAL among the standard JIRAM
operation modes. The procedure can be launched at any the time in which it
is needed and it is organized in 6 different steps. During the procedure the
internal calibration sources are turned on in sequence and powered with two
different reference currents. As the calibration unit is equipped by means of
two sources they can be used alternatively or together according to the plan-
ning. Before and after the measurements with the calibration sources, some
series of couples of background and detector read-out noise measurements are
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performed. Each step is separated by a time longer than 30 s that is the inter-
val between two spacecraft rotations. The internal calibration sources can be
driven with different currents in the range between 75 and 100 mA. These val-
ues have been determined during the on-ground calibration tests for applying
in the flight operations. Once the calibration source has been chosen, the in-
ternal calibration procedure is organized according to the following sequence:
1st step: acquisition of the background signal (the despinning mirror is point-
ing at the diffusive mirror of ICU).
2nd step: acquisition of the read out noise.
3rd step: acquisition of the source emission driven at 75 mA.
4th step: acquisition of the source emission driven at 100 mA.
5th step: second acquisition of the background signal.
6th step: second acquisitions of the read out noise. And so on.
The exposure times set during the calibration procedure are 6 ms for the im-
ager and 140 ms for the spectrometer. Alternative calibration procedures can
be operated with the second calibration source or by using both sources at the
same time with half integration time both for imager and spectrometer. The
read out noise is a characteristic of the detector and its value is depending on
the construction characteristic of the focal plane. It appears as a systematic
oscillation of the signal along the detector columns as shown in Figure 29 or
Figure 31, where the raw data read from the IMG detector are reported. This
kind of noise, besides a very small contribution depending on the detector
temperature, is completely removed with the background. A read out noise
estimation can be obtained by getting together focal plane information with
a step of measurement acquisition, taken with an integration time virtually
equal to zero (actually 20 µs).
The red line depicted in Figure 7 is an example of the signal acquired by the
spectrometer during the first instrumental turn-on after the launch. The red
curve is the signal of the internal calibration test acquired during in-flight check
out performed on September 2011 and has been obtained by using the calibra-
tion source labeled L1 and driven at 100 mA. The black curve represents the
internal calibration relative to the acquisition that was carried out during the
on-ground calibration test performed at the Lockheed Martin thermo-vacuum
chamber facility on March 2011, before the launch. The signals are essentially
the same and the features of the polystyrene are well reproduced, both that
at 2.5 µm and those between 3.2 and 3.5 µm.
Observations of the Moon before the Earth closest encounter will be used to
verify and refine the calibration done on the ground. This will permit to re-
move those possible systematic errors that can be introduced by the on ground
test set up. The calibration facility on ground was certainly set to permit the
instrument to operate with conditions that better replicate the flight ones.
However the calibration set up cannot completely help reproduce the flight
conditions and some residual errors can exist. A clear example is the JIRAM-
SPE responsivity showed in Figure 28. The behavior of the curve in the range
2.0-2.4 µm is expected to be different and dropping to lower values approach-
ing the shorter wavelength towards 2.0 µm. This error can be corrected by
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using the Moon observations that can completely reproduce the observation
geometries for which the instrument has been designed.

5 OPERATIONS

5.1 Planning and Commanding

The mission planning for the JIRAM experiment is driven by the goal of ob-
taining a maximum coverage over the planet. All periods of operations, when
the spacecraft is closer in time less than -18 hours and +3 hours from the
perijove, are considered data acquisition opportunities for JIRAM.
The major task of the Operation chain is the resolution of the overall mission
conflicts, while facilitating and maximizing the science return. Spacecraft re-
sources are shared among all the instruments on board the Juno spacecraft.
Conflicts can arise either due to the spacecraft system or from Jupiter environ-
mental constraints. System constraints arise from spacecraft pointing conflicts
and the data volume limits. The data limit is compelled from the amount of
memory allocated on the spacecraft for JIRAM or from the available down-
loadable data.
The JIRAM Operations Center (JOC), located in Rome, Italy, coordinates
with the Juno Science Operations Center (JSOC) in SwRI, San Antonio TX,
and with the Mission Operation System in JPL, Pasadena CA, to develop
and update data taking plans as needed. It is necessary, during the mission
planning phase, to accommodate the data observation strategies of all the in-
struments on the spacecraft. Inside the nominal operations, a long-term plan
and the associated command sequences are established for data taking, timing
and modes selection.
The aim of the planning and commanding activities is to give flexibility to the
investigators in finalizing the science demands within the time frame given by
the MOS (Mission Operation System) through the JSOC. The JIRAM mission
planning is implemented via four plan levels as follows:

1. Generation of the Main Orbital Parameters;
2. Science Timeline Implementation Process;
3. Raw Commands Generation;
4. SASF (Spacecraft Activity Sequence File) Generation and Validation Pro-

cess.

The first step of the Commanding Chain is the generation of the spacecraft
orbital parameters, provided by the trajectory SPICE kernels (SPK) and han-
dled by the JIRAM Geometrical Definition Tool (JGeDeT). The orbital pa-
rameters are stored into the JIRAM Local Archive to be available to the entire
Commanding Chain. Figure 39 shows the main blocks for the management of
the JIRAM Orbital Parameters. In particular the following steps are executed
at every run of the JGeDeT :
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Fig. 39 Flowchart of the JIRAM Geometrical Definition Tool.

1. Identification of the latest available Juno SPK products from the NAIF
repository directory.

2. Update the SPK products into the JIRAM local archive.
3. Software Environment Configuration:

a. Selection of the orbits of interest;
b. Definition of the Orbit Sampling Factor.

4. Selection of the orbital parameters:
a. All available orbital parameters;
b. Limited class of orbital parameters.

5. Storage of the Orbital Parameters into the JIRAM Local Archive.
6. Graphical Visualization of the calculated orbital parameters.

The Science Timeline Implementation process culminates in the generation
of the Science Activity Plan (SAP), implemented by Juno Science Operation
Center (JSOC), and nominally contains the selection of science observation
periods and the experiment’s main science observation modes, imposed by
mission conditions.
The main author of the Science Timeline Process is the JIRAM Planning
Tool (JPlaT ), necessary to support the JIRAM Science Community in the
identification of the mission scientific objectives and then for the design of
the operative timelines. The following steps characterizes the main utilities
implemented in the JIRAM Planning Tool:

1. Identification of all the science areas interested by the selected flyby (orbit);
2. Prioritization of the science areas;
3. Analysis and validation of the achievable Science Goals, provided by the

JIRAM Science Community, over the prioritized science targets;
4. Modeling of the Jupiter Radiation Environment for the identification of

the No Working Regions.

A friendly translation of the SAP is the JIRAM Master Science Plan (JMSP)
available to the JIRAM Science team trough the JIRAM local archive. The
JMSP nominally contains the selection of science observation periods in term
of Scientific Operative Sequences imposed by the mission goals, mission con-
ditions and constraints (time, data volume and power budget).
During the Commanding phase, the JMSP is refined in term of generation of
the JIRAM Tele-Commands and parameters.
Accordingly to the JIRAM Raw Command Files (JRCF ), generated by the
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JIRAM Commanding Tool (JCoT ), the raw sequences are then converted into
the SASF format and finally checked and validated by the JIRAM Testing Tool
before the official delivery to the DOM (Distributed Object Manager) client.
Figure 40 shows the block diagram for the generation of the SAP and JMSP

Fig. 40 Flowchart of the JIRAM Planning Tool.

files. The orbital parameters and the Mission Flight Rules, are loaded into a
temporary buffer of the JPlaT. The inputs, provided by the JIRAM Science
Community and ingested into the chain through a user-friendly user interface,
complete the inputs of the internal science algorithms. Figure 41 is a graphi-
cal representation of the JIRAM Master Science Plan JMSP. At this stage of
the Planning and Commanding process, only the science Blocks (Calibration
and Science) are represented and entirely configured. During the Command-
ing phase, the JMSP/SAP product is refined in term of generation of the
JIRAM Tele-Commands and parameters for the in flight hardware configura-
tion, as schematically represented in Figure 42. The main Tasks executed by
the JIRAM Commanding Tool (JCoT ) can be described as following:

1. Selection of the Science Activity Plan (SAP) under consideration;
2. Check of the consistency between SAP and JMSP ;
3. Definition of the Atomic Sequences in term of Tele-Commands and Settable

Parameters;
4. Definition of the Timing (relative and absolute) and Duration of the Atomic

blocks.

Fig. 41 Graphical representation of the JIRAM Master Science Plan, JMSP. Timing and
different work phases are depicted.
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Fig. 42 Flowchart of the JIRAM Commanding Tool.

Fig. 43 Graphical representation of the JIRAM Row Command File.

Figure 43 shows a graphical representation of the JIRAM Raw Command
File. In yellow are highlighted the technical blocks inserted by the JIRAM
Commanding Tool, to complete the timeline. Accordingly to the JIRAM Raw
Command Files (JRCF ), generated by the JIRAM Commanding Tool (JCoT ),
the raw sequences are then converted into SASF format and finally checked
and validated by the JIRAM Testing Tool before the official delivery to the
DOM client. The validation process implements the following activities on the
SASF product:

1. Risk Parameters and Tele-Commands Identification (if any);
2. Calculation of the Power consumption and Data Volume Profiles;
3. Verification of the instrument Hardware Performances;
4. Verification of the instrument Science Performances;
5. Verification of the instrument Flight Rules;
6. Verification of the overall SASF timing;
7. SASF Syntax Checks;
8. Storage of the approved SASF file into the JIRAM local Archive;
9. Publish of the SASF file into the DOM server.

5.2 EGSE: capabilities and functionalities

The JIRAM EGSE (Electric Ground System Equipment) was designed to
manage the instrument during all the testing and calibration phases before the
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mission launch. The EGSE has been also designed for the JIRAM data man-
agement to retrieve and archive data during the data processing and analysis
phase. In the present configuration, while equipped with additional hardware
to interface during the test and calibration activity, the instrument consists
of specialized software to assist in the data analysis. The EGSE permits the
merging of original multiple data files downlinked from the spacecraft and the
generation of a new global data archives from which data are lately reorga-
nized and formatted according to the NASA PDS standard.
The new archives will be organize respecting their mode of transmission way
from the instrument to the spacecraft, namely through the fast (HSSL) or
the slow (LSSL) interface. The fast interface is the normal one and it has a
redundancy. The slow interface is only used as back up if both the HSSL lines
are interrupted.
EGSE performs a consistency check between the commanded sequence and
the received telemetry from JIRAM. The telemetry and the telecommand
(TM/TC) packets are identified and arranged by generation time and a log
of the process is generated with the following information: name, number of
packets, start time and stop time of the input archives.

5.3 Cruise testing and science activities

Test and measurements have been planned for the cruise to Jupiter. The plan-
ning has been done on the basis of the Juno project availability of resources
and of the spacecraft orientation respect to the Sun. In fact the instrument is
protected from the Sun illumination only when the spin axis of the spacecraft
and the direction of the Sun form an angle lower than 14 deg. For larger an-
gular values part of its optical head is illuminated and the temperature of the
detectors increases proportionally with a consequent increase of the thermal
noise. The condition improves with the increase of the distance from the Sun.
Acceptable detector noise conditions for measurements are for temperatures
below 95K. Further decreases of the temperature reduce the detector thermal
noise, improving the quality of the measurements. The reason for this condi-
tion is that the JIRAM position on the Juno aft deck is forced by the need for
a proper unobstructed field of view in front of the instrument to avoid that
unwanted stray light that could enter the instrument and contaminate the real
measurements.
Most of the activities planned for the cruise are fundamentally oriented to the
verification of the instrument conditions and some calibration activities. The
verification of the instrument conditions is achieved by an internal calibra-
tion of the instrument according to the procedure previously described. The
planned pointing calibrations are for the verification of the alignment of the
JIRAM boresight with the spacecraft reference orientation and the alignment
relative to other remote sensing instruments like the camera, JunoCam, and
the UV spectrometer, UVS. During the Earth Flyby JIRAM will observe the
Moon. This observation, besides being the only occasion during the cruise to
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verify the execution of the science observing sequences as they will be oper-
ated at Jupiter, will be the occasion to verify, refine if needed, the radiometric
calibration of the instrument. Science activity, in particular observation of
the Galactic Center, is also planned during the cruise in November 2015 and
February 2016, just before the arrival to Jupiter.

5.4 Elements for the observation strategy at Jupiter.

The baseline for the JIRAM operations is during those orbits tagged as MWR,
where the Juno’s Microwave Radiometer is considered as prime instrument.
During MWR orbits the spin axis of the spacecraft will be orthogonal to the
orbit plane, then the Juno’s orbit plane will pass through the center of the
planet. Consequently, the JIRAM optical axis will be contained in the orbital
plane and the instrument will have the most favorable view of the planet. Ob-
servation will be distributed in a time period between -18 hours and +6 hours
from perijove. MWR orbits are the 3rd, 5th, 6th, and 7th orbits. The 8th or-
bit is also considered a MWR orbit but the spacecraft is going to be tilted to
optimize the observing conditions of MWR. JIRAM could also operate during
other orbits for a limited amount of hours around the perijove time. Such a
limitation is due to the fact that the other orbits are planned for gravitational
measurements that require a spacecraft orientation unfavorable to JIRAM.
The main operations are planned to start a few hours after the spacecraft is
turned in the MWR orbital position. That is, the observation time can start
18 hours before perijove time.
Observations will be normally extended for 3 hours after the perijove pass with
the possibility of extending this time to 6 hours for a special auroral campaign
in the southern hemisphere. During the observation period the spacecraft speed
will be high and the spatial resolution at the planet (1-bar atmospheric level)
will vary rapidly as a function of the distance of the spacecraft from the planet.
The change of the pixel resolution during one of the MWR orbits is shown in
Figure 44 during all the potential period of observation between -18 and +6

Fig. 44 Pixel resolution at the planet 1-bar atmospheric level. The distance from the planet
corresponding to the time from perijove is given on the right y-axis.
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hours from perijove. The spatial resolution varies a lot with the time during
the approach to the planet because of the fast motion of the spacecraft. It can
range from about 260 km per pixel down to almost 1 km per pixel at the closet
approach.
An important parameter to take into account planning the observations is the
dwell time, namely the ratio between the instantaneous average size of the
ground footprint and the modulus of the ground speed vector, which links
the spatial resolution to the integration time. The JIRAM maximum allowed
integration time is 1 s. The limit is imposed by the fact that Juno is a spin-
ning spacecraft and the JIRAM’s despinning mirror can only compensate for
a limited time for mechanical reasons. Figure 45 shows the dwell time for the

Fig. 45 JIRAM dwell time. The red and the blue lines give the integration time range of
variability between minimum and maximum respectively.

MWR orbits due to the motion of the spacecraft. The dwell time calculation
considers the motion of spacecraft in respect to the Jupiter 1-bar surface and
the the planet rotation. The horizontal lines show the minimum and the max-
imum integration times that JIRAM is going to use.
During each orbit, the quality of the measurements can be reduced by varying
degrees by the presence of environmental radiation (energetic electrons and
protons) present in Jupiter’s magnetosphere. These energetic electrons and
protons can penetrate the JIRAM instrument and create noise in the detectors.
In general, protons generate larger noise signals in the JIRAM detectors, but
they are significantly less abundant than energetic electrons which can reach
very high fluxes. Electrons with energies higher than 10 MeV are expected to
have fluxes that can range from 102 to 107 e−cm−2s−1 , depending on the
position of the spacecraft on the orbit. The Divine/GIRE [Divine and Garrett
(1983); Garrett et al. (2003), http://www.openchannelfoundation.org/projects/GIRE/]
family of Jovian radiation models, as well as the 2005 update [Garrett et al.
(2005)], are the basis of the estimates of the ”raw” external Juno radiation
environment used for our GEANT4-based JIRAM noise predictions.
An instrumental performance analysis has been carried out to define when
and where, during the orbit, the observations can be done on the basis of the
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type of observation to be planned. In fact, depending on the scientific objec-
tives the types of measurement that JIRAM can provide are basically four
and they are respectively auroral spectra, auroral images, atmospheric spec-
tra, and atmospheric images. The signal from aurorae is normally low, then
auroral observations, in particular the spectral measurements, require long in-
tegration times up to the limit of the JIRAM capability. This fact makes those
observations at higher risk of contamination from environmental radiation. For
other atmospheric observations no major problems would be encountered for
images. There is more concern for the spectral measurements dealing with the
retrieval of concentrations of minor atmospheric constituents like H2O, NH3

or PH3, because electron noise can cause an increase of the error in the re-
trieval of the species abundances. Figure 46 shows the expected abundance of

Fig. 46 External 10-MeV integral electron flux for orbit 3. The colored bars give the periods
of time in which different types of measurements can be done in the presence of the noise
created by this radiation environment. In particular: blue, auroral spectra; red, auroral
images; magenta, atmospheric spectra; orange, atmospheric images. This calculation is done
for orbit 3 (proton noise events during these times have also been considered). The extension
to +6 hours after perijove is also considered for a possible observational campaign on the
southern hemisphere aurora.

environmental electrons with energies higher than 10 MeV at different times
during the Juno approach to Jupiter. The color bars indicate the time when
the different kinds of JIRAM observations are allowed. Such estimation has
been done on the basis of the present knowledge of the radiation spectra in
the Jovian magnetosphere which are derived from a combination of in-situ
measurements from past Jovian missions, Earth based synchrotron emission
observations, and model predictions. In those times the environmental condi-
tion can be considered acceptable although particular care has to be placed
on the data analysis to remove the weight of the contaminated pixels.
Data compression can be applied to the data onboard the spacecraft. The aim
of the compression is to reduce the data volume in order to be able to col-
lect more images and spectra. Two different types of compression have been
implemented in the flight software. They are differently specialized to work
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Table 6 JIRAM operational modes: data volums without and with compression. Data
volumes includes housekeeping and transmission protocol.

frame uncompressed compression compressed
size data volume factor data volume

(pixels) (Mbits) (Mbits)

Imaging Modes

I0, No Imager - - - -

I1, Full Imager 256x432 1.8 6 0.3

I2, M-Band 128x432 0.9 6 0.15

I3, L-Band 128x432 0.9 6 0.15

Spectral Modes

S0, No Spectrometer - - - -

S1, High Spatial/High Spectral 256x336 1.4 1.5 0.93

S2, Medium Spatial/High Spectral 64x336 0.35 1.5 0.23

S3, Low Spatial/High Spectral 16x336 0.09 1.5 0.06

on imager or spectrometer data respectively. The compression is an optional
choice and can be commanded accordingly to the observational requirements.
Table 6 gives the list of the JIRAM operational sub-modes with uncompressed
and compressed data volumes. Two sub-modes, one for the imager and one for
the spectrometer will be always combined to create a scientific operation mode.
Further considerations about the JIRAM modes are also reported in Table 7.
The compression is essentially the reduction of the acquired images to a jpeg
format for the imager. The sub-modes denote how the data are pre-elaborated
before the transfer from the detectors to the spacecraft, before the downlink.
Data from the imager can be simultaneously collected from both the L-band
and the M-band sides of the imager (sub-mode I1) or they can be downlinked
separately (sub-mode I2 or I3). The compression on the imager data reduces
the images of a factor 6. On the other hand, on the spectrometer, an averaging
on 4 or 16 contiguous slit pixels can be activated to diminish the data volume
of the spectral data. However, this operation leads to a consequent reduction
of the spatial resolution and it is applicable when the spatial resolution can
be sacrificed for a necessary data volume reduction. Another way to reduce
the spectral data volume is through a data compression routine on board the
instrument. In this case the compression routine has a limited efficiency due
to the fact that, besides compression, the full information contained in the
spectral data has to be maintained. The efficacy of the routine depends on the
quality of the original data: noisy data lead to the reduction of the compres-
sion factor. Furthermore, in presence of a high noise due to thermal reason the
routine does not converge to a solution. However, the compression of the data
will be applied only in specific cases or possibly never as the allocated data
volume budget is now about 2300 Mbit/orbit. Then limitations for observation
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Table 7 Characteristics of JIRAM mode and sub-modes under science operations.

MODE submode SUBMODE # of pixels # of pixels # of
hex-code stored fro IMG stored fro SPE sub-frames

SCI 60 01 I0S1 NO IMG 256 lines IMG=0
336 samples SPE = 6

SCI 60 02 I0S2 NO IMG 64 lines IMG = 0
336 samples SPE = 3

SCI 60 03 I0S3 NO IMG 16 lines IMG = 0
336 samples SPE=3

SCI 60 11 I1S1 256 lines 256 lines IMG = 6
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 6

SCI 60 12 I1S2 256 lines 64 lines IMG = 6
432 samples 336 samples SPE=3

SCI 60 13 I1S3 256 lines 16 lines IMG = 6
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

SCI 60 21 I2S1 128 lines 256 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 6

SCI 60 22 I2S2 128 lines 64 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

SCI 60 23 I2S3 128 lines 16 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

SCI 60 31 I3S1 128 lines 256 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 6

SCI 60 32 I3S2 128 lines 64 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

SCI 60 33 I3S3 128 lines 16 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

SCI 60 10 I1S0 256 lines NO SPE IMG = 6
432 samples SPE = 0

SCI 60 20 I2S0 128 lines NO SPE IMG = 3
432 samples SPE = 0

SCI 60 30 I3S0 128 lines NO SPE IMG = 3
432 samples SPE = 0

SCI 60 00 I0S0 NO IMG NO SPE IMG = 0
NO IMG NO SPE SPE = 0

due both the spinning of the spacecraft and the presence of environmental ra-
diation will oblige JIRAM to be within data volume budget most of the time.
JIRAM, depending of the deterioration of its focal plane due to the presence
of radiations that will proceed in the course of the mission, could operate as
long as all the mission, namely also during the gravity orbits. In those cases
because of the constraints imposed by the spacecraft orientation the instru-
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ment could only operate in the time period between - 3 hours and + 4 hours
from perijove. Figure 47 gives an example of the spectrometer full coverage of

Fig. 47 Imager coverage on the northern aurora during orbit 10 in the 2 hours before
perijove. The blue rectangles are the L-band imager footprints, the white line is the track of
the spacecraft on the planet, and the red curve represents the position of the auroral main
oval.

the main hot spot latitude bands during orbit 3 and Figure 48 gives the imager
coverage on the northern aurora during orbit 10. The period of observation
extends from -2 hours from perijove to perijove time.

6 JIRAM DATA FORMAT

As already mentioned JIRAM is composed of an imager and a spectrome-
ter. The JIRAM imager data products are images taken on the two different
portions of the focal plane of 128 lines by 432 samples size. The JIRAM spec-
trometer focal plane is composed of 256 spectra (lines) and 336 spectral bands
(samples). The spectrometer FOV - namely its entrance slit - is partially su-
perimposed (on 256 pixels over 432) to one of the 128 lines of the M-band side
of the imager. Figure 49 shows the positioning of the spectrometer slit on the
imager. The slit is combined with the line 153 of the imager (as sketched in
the figure) and covers the pixels between the 91st and the 346th.
The instrument is able to operate in two different modes with are respectively
the science (SCI) and the calibration (CAL) mode. The CAL mode is orga-
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Fig. 48 Spectrometer coverage of the main hot spot latitude bands during orbit 3. The
color area is the spectrometer slit footprint at different emission angles (angles between the
normal to the surface and the direction of the spacecraft), the white line is the track of the
spacecraft on the planet, and the red curve represents the position of the auroral main oval.

Fig. 49 Sketch showing the relative correspondences between imager and spectrometer.
The numbers represents the coordinates in pixels of the effectively utilized area of the im-
ages generated by the JIRAM-IMG. The horizontal line shows the optical position of the
spectrometer slit in IMG M Band pixel coordinates.

nized in a sequence of six different measurements, as reported in section 4.10.
The SCI mode was developed for scientific observations whose modalities will
be set by a number of adjustable parameters. On a regular basis, the acquired
data files, related to both focal planes, will be delivered to the spacecraft
mass memory once every spin rotation of the spacecraft, during the period
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of time in which the instrument is operational. Data will be transmitted to
the spacecraft through a fast interface link (HSSL). The HSSL link is doubled
for redundancy. Alternatively, in case of failure of both the fast connections,
a slow link (LSSL) to the spacecraft can be used with some limitation in the
data size.
In the SCI mode the instrument performs a science observation session ac-
cording to the received parameters. The main tasks are: evaluation of NADIR
acquisition time, based on the spacecraft dynamics; instrument commanding;
command of the de-spinning mirror motor, to compensat50e the SC rota-
tion; data pre-processing; data compression; data packing and transmission
via HSSL/LSSL to the spacecraft. Several sub-modes are selectable to com-
bine the capabilities of the two IR detectors (the first for images, the second
for spectra).

JIRAM data are formatted according to the NASA PDS Data Standards Ref-
erence. Currently, two levels of processing are expected for JIRAM data:

– Level 1b, (EDR- Experiment Data Record): telemetry data are cleaned,
merged and time ordered according to instrument modes. Data are in sci-
entifically useful form, but still uncalibrated.

– Level 2, (RDR- Reduced Data Records): Level 1b with calibration and
corrections applied to yield data in scientific units.

6.1 EDR Data Production

The telemetry products, depending on SCI and CAL modes have the charac-
teristics shown in Table 7 and Table 8 respectively. Each Data Product will
consist of three files:

1. A binary file containing the scientific telemetry of the instrument, this file
is called the Science Telemetry file

2. A binary file containing housekeeping telemetry of the product.
3. A detached ASCII label file describing the content of the data product.

Such label is written according to standards defined by the Planetary
Data System (PDS), and lists parameters describing both the observa-
tion in which data were acquired and the structure of the files in which
data are stored and parameters extracted from instrument and spacecraft
housekeeping telemetry.

For each data set the JIRAM team will deliver a spreadsheet containing aux-
iliary information. In each spreadsheet all products are ordered by acquisition
time. This file will give an overview on the data set acquisition.
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Table 8 Characteristics of JIRAM mode and sub-modes under calibration operations.

MODE submode SUBMODE # of pixels # of pixels # of
hex-code stored fro IMG stored fro SPE sub-frames

CAL 50 01 I0S1 NO IMG 256 lines IMG=0
336 samples SPE = 6

CAL 50 02 I0S2 NO IMG 64 lines IMG = 0
336 samples SPE = 3

CAL 50 03 I0S3 NO IMG 16 lines IMG = 0
336 samples SPE=3

CAL 50 11 I1S1 256 lines 256 lines IMG = 6
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 6

CAL 50 12 I1S2 256 lines 64 lines IMG = 6
432 samples 336 samples SPE=3

CAL 50 13 I1S3 256 lines 16 lines IMG = 6
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

CAL 50 21 I2S1 128 lines 256 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 6

CAL 50 22 I2S2 128 lines 64 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

CAL 50 23 I2S3 128 lines 16 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

CAL 50 31 I3S1 128 lines 256 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 6

CAL 50 32 I3S2 128 lines 64 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

CAL 50 33 I3S3 128 lines 16 lines IMG = 3
432 samples 336 samples SPE = 3

CAL 50 10 I1S0 256 lines NO SPE IMG = 6
432 samples SPE = 0

CAL 50 20 I2S0 128 lines NO SPE IMG = 3
432 samples SPE = 0

CAL 50 30 I3S0 128 lines NO SPE IMG = 3
432 samples SPE = 0

6.2 RDR Data Production

The RDR Data Product consist of a file that contains a PDS binary TABLE-
object for spectrometer and a binary IMAGE-object for the imager. Both of
them have a detached label describing their structure.
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Table 9 Naming convention for JIRAM products

Product File Name

Science Data JIR SSS LLL SCTIME VVV .EXT
JIR SSS LLL SCTIME VVV .LBL

Housekeeping Data JIR LOG SSS LLL SCTIME VVV. TAB
JIR LOG SSS LLL SCTIME VVV .LBL

Auxiliary Data JIR STATUS TOT SCTIME VVV .CSV
JIR STATUS TOT SCTIME VVV .LBL

Description:
SSS indicates the sensor: IMG or SPE

LLL indicates the processing level, either EDR or RDR.
SCTIME is yyyydddThhmmss

yyyy = year
ddd = doy
hh = hours

mm = minutes
ss = seconds

VVV is the version of the data
EXT is IMG for images and DAT for spectra

6.3 File Naming Conventions and Structure

The data are named according to the suffix indicating the channel and the
acquisition time. The naming convention for JIRAM products is reported (see
also Table 9). All data files in the JIRAM Standard Product Archive Collection
have associated detached PDS labels. These label files are named using the
same prefix as the data file together with an LBL extension. All spaces and
tabulations in the labels are encoded with ASCII character 32 (space). All the
labels lines are 80 long, including the EOL marker encoded as ASCII 13-10
(CR-LF). The keywords are grouped in functional sections:

1. Identification Data elements;
2. Mission description parameters;
3. Instrument description parameters;
4. Geometry Information;

a. Celestial Geometry,
b. Solar Geometry,
c. Coordinate System,
d. Geometry in ’JUPITER FIXED’ coordinates from SPICE,
e. Channel parameters:

– Image filter M parameters
– Image filter L parameters
– Spectrum parameters,

5. Instrument status;
6. Pointers and Description of the PDS object.
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Fig. 50 JIRAM Raw Science Data Product Pack.

6.4 Downlink Data and Processing Data

The downlink procedures involve JIRAM Science and Engineering Telemetries,
as well as JUNO spacecraft housekeeping telemetries and SPICE kernels prod-
ucts. JIRAM is able to transfer the collected data to the spacecraft through
two dedicated buses: HSSL and LSSL. Depending on the selected BUS, data
products are respectively retrieved by the File Exchange Interface (FEI) for
HSSL and RAMPAGE for LSSL (see Figure 50). The data are then fed into
the EGSE, located at IAPS-INAF in Rome, and transformed into CODMAC
Level 2 data with a detached PDS label (see Figure 51).

6.5 Coordinate Systems

All computations are performed in the planetographic system and using posi-
tive westward longitudes in the range 0-360 (longitude increasing with increas-
ing local solar time as the planet rotates). The geographic frame is the one
used in the SPICE kernels, and defined in the IAU 2000 system.
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Fig. 51 JIRAM downlink.

7 SUMMARY

JIRAM is expected to perform observations for the first part of the mission
during orbits identified as MWR, which is the instrument driving the setting of
the spacecraft for remote sensing. However, JIRAM will be able to continue to
observe the planet during successive scientific orbits driven by a spacecraft or-
bital setup suitable for gravity measurements, if mission resources are available
and until the instrumental degradation due to the harsh radiation environment
around Jupiter renders further observations impossible or not useful. Within
the temporal and the radiation constraints described in this paper, JIRAM
will be able to take measurements on the aurora and the atmosphere, both at
nadir, off-nadir and limb viewing geometries.
JIRAM has been built to acquire simultaneously images and spectral infor-
mation. Among the scientific objectives of the Juno mission, the auroral ob-
servations and the deep atmosphere sounding inside hot spots take particular
advantage of JIRAM’s capabilities. Imaging will permit characterization of the
aurora in the infrared range in conjunction with complementary measurements
taken by the UltraViolet Spectrometer (UVS) and all the other instruments
designed to characterize the Jupiter’s magnetosphere and its radiation fields
on board Juno. Spectral information will be available to be used for tempera-
ture of the thermosphere and column density of the emitting species, H+

3 and
hydrocarbons. The auroral observations are very sensitive to the presence of
environmental radiation thanks to the low level of the signal itself. Deeper in
the atmosphere and at latitudes different from where the auroral emissions
are generated, JIRAM will be able to produce images of the clouds shielding
the thermal emission of the planet at different viewing angles by exploiting
the band centered around 5 µm wavelength. In particular, in the regions of
high thermal emissions, corresponding to the areas defined as hot spots where
the atmosphere is relative free of clouds. There, JIRAM spectrometer will be
able to sound as deep as 3-5 bars using its spectrometer in the spectral region
4.6 − 5.0 µm. Concentration of some minor gases like water, ammonia and
phosphine is expected to be inferred from the measurements in this spectral
range.
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Through the ground calibrations and tests the optical characterization and
the functional verifications of the instrument have been done. The Instrument
Transfer Function, ITF , has been computed for each pixel of both the spec-
trometer and the imager. The ITF has been implemented in the calibration
pipeline to convert the raw data to calibrated data. Both products will be de-
livered to the NASA PDS for distribution. The knowledge of the ITF is also
essential information for the forward and inverse retrieval models that will be
used in the JIRAM data interpretation. Moreover an accurate measurement
of the spectrometer’s slit and imager overlaying has been carried out in order
to identify with highest precision the imager string of pixel where the spectral
and visual information will correspond.
During the cruise to Jupiter a number of tests and internal calibrations are
periodically performed to verify the stability of the instrument and its calibra-
tion. A milestone during the cruise is represented by the lunar flyby occurring
a few hours before the Earth closest approach to happen in October 2013.
The lunar fly-by will be used for verification of the radiometric and spectral
calibrations. Moreover, that will be the only chance prior the orbit insertion to
test the observation sequence that will be used, in a similar manner, at Jupiter.
Observations of the Earth will not be possible because of high temperature of
the instrument caused by the Earth’s albedo.
During each orbit the observation will be complemented by internal calibra-
tions. Background measurements will be frequently taken during each observ-
ing sequence in order to quantify the evolution of the background state along
the orbit. The background corresponding to each measurement will be removed
onboard before the data transmission to the spacecraft for the downlink. Fi-
nally, as the JIRAM detectors are sensitive to radiation, periodic background
measurements will also be planned use as indirect measurements of the radi-
ation field along the orbit.
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